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Chapter 1

Why Do
People Live in
Communities?
What is a community?
How are communities alike?
How are communities diﬀerent?

For Teachers

If you’ve taken time to glance at the Kindergarten “Myself and
Others” book, or its sequel First Grade “Families and Schools”,
you’ll know that the authors of those books envisioned them
being “big books” which were meant to be experienced with the
teacher projecting the materials on a big screen.
This book begins the transition from “big book” to an
individualized tool. It doesn’t mean that the book is meant to be
read without teacher interaction, but this resource was designed
to be in the hands of students in conjunction with daily
classroom instruction.
The ﬁrst chapter examines the compelling question “Why do
people live in communities?” We recommend asking students
this question on the ﬁrst day to get a sense of what they may
already know. The compelling question for a chapter should be
on the board during daily instruction as you move through the
book. It is meant to guide student inquiry throughout the chapter
and can serve as a form of a ﬁnal assessment - allowing students
the opportunity to write about what they’ve learned.
The supporting questions for the chapter appear at the start of
each section. These further support the student inquiry into the
compelling question. Underneath the questions you’ll ﬁnd the
important terms introduced in the section.
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In Kindergarten and First Grade these terms are just lists of
words. The teacher introduces the terms while exploring the
reading with the students. This book begins the transition into
later grades where they serve as a place for students to refer
back to in conjunction with the glossary.
Stop and Think boxes appear in every section. These are
opportunities to do just that - stop for a moment and think about
the response to a question. These appear in every MI Open Book
project resource from this point forward. Get students
accustomed to stopping and thinking about their learning.
There is also interactive content throughout this book. It has
been curated and/or created by the authors to enhance a

Interactive 1.1 Bug Report

students understanding of certain concepts. In later grades these
appear smaller on the page, but in carefully constructing this
book to be a transition from the early elementary into the upper
elementary we’ve retained the look and feel of the K-2 books by
including them as the graphic for the page they appear on.
Finally, over the course of the last few years the Open Book
materials have been kept alive by diligent teachers who scout
ahead and report when things have stopped working properly. If
you run into a widget that doesn’t work when going through this
book, return to this page and use the “bug report”. Generally,
when a bug report comes in we have a ﬁx in place within a few
hours. If you leave your email address we’ll contact you as soon
as it is up and running again.

If something in this book stops working, return here to
report it! We will get back with you quickly when we’ve
got it ﬁxed!
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Section 1

What is a Family?
QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY

You probably learned about families in ﬁrst grade. A

1. What is a community?

family is a group of people who love each other. A

2. How are communities alike?

family is a group of people who take care of each

3. How are communities diﬀerent?

other. Who are the members of your family?

TERMS
family: a group of people who love
and take care of each other.
basic needs: things people need to
have to live.
shelter: another word for house or
home.

People like to live in families. Why
do you think that is true?

community: a place where people
live, work and play together.
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Interactive 1.2 Diﬀerent Kinds of Families

All Diﬀerent Kinds of Families
Complete the interactive above. How was your family like your partner’s family? How
was it diﬀerent? Was it the same size as your family? Families come in all diﬀerent
sizes! Some are small. Even two people can be a family! Some families are large. They
might have many people.
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Families and Basic Needs
Families help people meet their basic needs. Basic needs are things that
all people need. Food is a basic need. Clothing is a basic need.
Shelter is a basic need. Shelter is another word for house or
home. Your family provides food, clothing and shelter for you.

Interactive 1.3 Meet Some Special Families

Click to see some family photographs. These show the families of the people who helped write this book! How
are they alike? How are they diﬀerent?
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Families Live in Communities
Does your family grow all its own food? Probably
not! Does your family make all its own clothing?
Probably not! That is why families live in
communities. A community is a place where
people live, work and play together. A community
helps families meet their basic needs. A
community has places to help them get food and
clothing.

A community is a place where people live, work, and
play together. Image credit: Olesia Bilkei Shutterstock

Where does your family go to buy food in
your community? Where does your family
go to buy clothing in your community?
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You will be learning all about communities in this book. You will learn how important
they are to families.

Interactive 1.4 Time to Review

Click here to review some of the big ideas in this section.
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Section 2

How Are Communities Alike?
QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY

You have learned that a community is a place

1. What is a community?

where people live, work and play together. How are

2. How are communities alike?

communities alike? Keep reading to ﬁnd out!

3. How are communities diﬀerent?

TERMS
factory: a place where people make
things like toys or cars
characteristic: a way to describe
something

People like to live in communities!
Why do you think that is true?

natural characteristics: things that
were not made by humans
human characteristics: things that
were made by humans
humans: another word for people
14

Communities Have Places Where People
Live
All communities have places where people
live. People might live on a street with lots of
houses. People might live in a building with
many families. Where do people live in your
community?
Image source: VJ Matthew/Shutterstock

Image source: ND700/Shutterstock
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A factory. Image source: Sergey Mihilovich/Shutterstock

Communities Have Places Where People Work
All communities have places where people work. People might work in a factory. A
factory is where people make things like toys. People might work in a store. People
might work in a school. Where do people work in your community?
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Communities Have Places Where People
Play
All communities have places where people
play. People might play at a park. People
might play at a ball ﬁeld. People might play
at a pool. Where do people play in your
Where do people play in your community? Image source: Trong

community?

Nguyen/Shutterstock

Interactive 1.5 Live, Work, Play

Test your knowledge here!
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Communities Have Natural
Characteristics
A characteristic is a way to
describe something. People have
characteristics. What are some of
your characteristics? What color is
your hair? What color are your
eyes? Communities have
characteristics, too!

A heron in a tree in a city park. Image source: Iolya/Shutterstock

All communities have natural characteristics. These are things that were
not made by people. Trees are natural characteristics. Rivers are natural
characteristics. What are some of the natural characteristics of your
community?
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Communities Have Human Characteristics
All communities have human characteristics. These are things that were
made by people. Humans and people mean the same thing! Your school is
a human characteristic. Bridges are human characteristics. Roads are
human characteristics. What are some of the human characteristics of your
community?
Look at the picture below. What is a natural characteristic in the picture? What is a
human characteristic?

Image source: Radoman Durkovic/Shutterstock
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Interactive 1.6 Human and Natural Characteristics

Can you tell the diﬀerence between a natural characteristic and a human characteristic??? Click
here to ﬁnd out!

Something is Missing!
You have learned that all communities have places to live. They all have places to
work. They all have places to play. They all have natural characteristics such as trees.
They all have human characteristics such as buildings. Something very important is
missing!
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Interactive 1.7 What is another thing all communities have?

Think about it for a minute, then click here to learn the answer! Did you have the same answer?
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Image source: ET1972/Shutterstock

You have learned that communities are alike in many ways. Next, you will learn how
they are diﬀerent.
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Section 3

How Are Communities Diﬀerent?
QUESTIONS TO GUIDE INQUIRY

You have learned that a community is a place

1. What is a community?

where people live, work and play together. You

2. How are communities alike?

have also learned that communities are alike in

3. How are communities diﬀerent?

many ways.

TERMS
city: a community with many people
and many buildings
town: a community with fewer people
and buildings than a city

What is one way communities are
alike? Think of an answer and then
share it with a partner.

village: a community with fewer
people and buildings than a town
desert: a dry place where there is little
water
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Look at these pictures of three communities. Can you see any diﬀerences? What are
some of the diﬀerences?

Image source: Sean Pavone/Shutterstock

Image source: Andrey Bayada/Shutterstock

Image source: Igor Link/Shutterstock
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Interactive 1.8 Discovering Diﬀerences

How are communities diﬀerent? Click on this interactive to do an activity.

Communities Can Be Diﬀerent Sizes
You just learned that communities can be diﬀerent sizes. Some are very big. They
have many people. They have many buildings. They have many roads. This kind of
community is a city. Some communities are small. They have fewer people than a
city. They have fewer buildings. They have fewer roads. This kind of community is a
town. Some communities are even smaller than a town. This kind of community is a
village.
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City

Town

Village

Communities Can Be in Diﬀerent Places.
Some communities are near a river. Some
communities are near a lake. Is your
community near water? Why do you think
people build communities near water?

View of Ketchikan Street, Alaska. Image source: Teo Dominguez/
Shutterstock
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A desert is a dry place where there is little water. Image source: Martina Roth/Shutterstock

Some communities are not near water. They are in dry places. A desert is a dry place
where there is little water.
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Look at the pictures of two communities. One is near water. One is near a desert.

A city near a lake. Image source: Sean Pavone/Shutterstock

A city in a desert against a backdrop of mountains. Image source
Turtix/Shutterstock

These communities are diﬀerent. This is because they are in diﬀerent places.
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Interactive 1.9 Communities Around the World

The world has many diﬀerent kinds of communities. Click on the interactive above to
visit some!
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Every Community is Special
It does not matter if your community is big or small. It does not matter if your
community is near water or near a desert. Your community is special to you. It is
special to everyone who lives there.
Interactive 1.10 Drawing App

Draw a picture of your favorite place in your community. This place makes your community special to you!
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You have learned that communities are
diﬀerent. They are diﬀerent sizes.
Some are big. Some are small. They
are in diﬀerent places. Some may be
near water. Some may be near a
desert.
It does not matter what size a
community is. It does not matter
where a community is. Every

Image source: BlueRingMedia/Shutterstock

community is special!
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